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Abstract

Current Internet system of the entrance exam information to the university that is depending on searching key to solve the overloaded problem in the network and DB server or other tools to support HTML edit, haven't satisfied user's wants by supplying uniformed searching system. So this thesis will establish EEIS(Entrance Examination Information System) to prevent database overload phenomena when many users request a great amount of data at the same time and improve the decrease of speed and overload problem in DB server. EEIS play a role of bridge between outside client and DB server by placing VVS(Virtual View Server) between web server and DB server. By that method this system give users several usefulness in convenience and variety by supplying realtime data searching function to user. EEIS also give inner system manager more efficiency and speed in control the management system by solving those problem. This system is design and implementation to satisfy user's desire and give them more convenience and bring up the confidence of university that adopt this system at the end.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, it is expected to provide the information system of which can provide the information anywhere anytime thanks to the wide availability of internet service. However, the current generation of the remote support system for database search, which need to have the cooperation between several data bases over internet, only provides the unique key search system in order to prevent the overload in its database and/or network infrastructure, or only provides HTML editing service, and it does not fully support the user demands[5].

In this paper, the authors have implemented VVS (Virtual View Server) between Web server and DB server in order to correct the above problem, and VVS is also an important part of EEIS (Entrance Examination Information System). It is not necessary to have the independent system for VVS as long as the web server in question does have the adequate web server and the enough hard disk capacity.

The primary procedure of VVS is to deploy the required program such as DB server and the associated DB engine and then to implement the view table from the required data for CGI in order to prevent from instability and overloading of DB server. The network speed and efficiency of EEIS system have been improved for internal users. Also this system provides various realtime information for the external users. As a result of implementing this system, the university wide systems' capabilities have been proven as reliable and secure. At the same time it improves the level of the user satisfaction[8][10].

2. Related work and motivation of the study

2.1 CGI

CGI(Common Gateway Interface) is the protocol for the exchange of data between web server and other programs. Common gateway can be described as route to exchange between multiple programs of which are running in different network domain. And Interface represent the "Programming Interface" for this type of data route.

Its tasks are achieved by common variables and standard input & output[4][6][7][9][11].

The figure 1 describes the overall flow of data among HTML, CGI, and DB. That is the request for URL by web client(browser) would produce the request header and send it to web server.

When the above request has been passed on to Web server, the request header would be decoded whether it is the request for the specific web page or the request for the forking the
new process for CGI program. If it is the request for the process of CGI program (or scripts) then the web server would fork the new process for its implementation[4].

Fig. 1. Interface flow of HTML & CGI & DB

The differences between the CGI program and the general program are as follows.

1. The general program process the request within its own memory space in realtime and ensure the correct serialization. That is its variables would be stored local memory space whether it is heap or stack. However, CGI utilize the request and response architecture (as in asynchronous transfer), and its connection would be disconnected after final acknowledgement.

2. The non CGI programs are normally processed at the clients-side, and CGI programs are associated with Web Server in order to expand the functionality of Web server.

Because of the above feature, there is a need for a protocol between Web server and CGI program. And the protocol defined and used for this purpose is CGI (common gateway interface). As the primary purpose of CGI is to act as an interface between Web server and its clients, there isn’t any restriction on the development tools for CGI program development. Therefore any development language (such as C, C++, Perl, Shell script) can be utilized, as long as there is a mechanism for standard input and output capability[4][6][7][9].

2.2 Related of CGI and DB system

Data flow between CGI and DB system can be depicted as figure 2. Since CGI and DB system have been connected, there is no need for user to learn complex command sets. Also it enables user to request the information from DB when he/she needs them through Web interface.

The method for accessing D/B system can be grouped into two methods. The first method is to use API functions provided by D/B system and the second method is to utilize the extra D/B gateway between the web interface and D/B system.

The first method can be described as accessing D/B server by using DB API functions within CGI programs and/or Web server API. For example, it is possible to define and utilize the necessary D/B within C program using ESQLC for Informix D/B.

For the DB Gateway method, it is possible to embed the backend program which is provided by DB vendors. The "backend" program can be described as "an independent middle ware for easy DB handling from the main DB system process". For example, mSQL provides W-mSQL as a backend program. By using W-mSQL of which acts as an intermediary, it eliminates the needs for direct request between mSQL and D/B system being developed[4][8][10].

Fig. 2. Related flow of CGI and DB system

Figure 3 depicts the process of embedding mSQL API. First of all, connect to mSQL DB server through TCP/TP by issuing msqlConnect(). And then it is followed by selecting user DB by msqlSelectDB(). Next, the desired query would be send to DB by msqlQuery(). Once, the query process has been finished, the requested values would be passed on to the real memory space from Cache buffer by using msqlStoreResult(). The fetched data row would be displayed on Screen by msqlNu mRows() or msqlFetchRow(). Finally, the allocated memory would be deallocated by msqlFreeResult() and disconnected from DB Server[4][10].

Fig. 3. The flow of mSQL API

2.3 XML

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is developed by W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) in order to improve the functionalities of SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) and HTML. It can utilize the merit of Tag and structured documentation from SGML and the one of easy provision of providing hypermedia documents in web from HTML[2][3][11][12].
3. Design and analysis of system

3.1 Environment of system

EEIS system consists of Web server, VVS and DB server, it can be depicted as figure 4.

![Diagram of EEIS system environment](image)

**Fig. 4. Environment of EEIS system**

First of all, DB server contains Master DB. The internal client is used for internal data processing and external client is used for information request intermediate.

Also, VVS is used as interface between External client and DB server, and prevent DB server from overloading. As it has been stated before, there is no need for independent system for VVS. It can be implemented on any web server provided that it has enough disk space for DB engine.

The following configurations are used for VVS in order to provide the stability of the system. It describes user profile, DB access manager configuration file and Web Service and CGI associated files.

- **profile**:
  
  INFORMIXDIR = /usr/informix
  export INFORMIXDIR
  PATH = $INFORMIXDIR/bin:/usr/webroot/usr-bin:$PATH
  #INFORMIXSERVER = ncjav /* DB Server */
  INFORMIXSERVER = cjsf /* VVS Server name */

- **sqlhosts**:
  
  cjsf onsoctep cjsf sqlexec
  ncjav onsoctep cjav sqlexec

- **http.conf**:
  
  ScriptAlias /cgi-bin"/usr/webroot/http-docs/cgi-bin/
  <Directory "/usr/webroot/http-docs/cgi-bin">  
  AllowOverride None  
  Options ExecCGI  
  Order allow,deny  
  Allow from all  
  </Directory>

3.2 Construction of a system

EEIS system can be described as in figure 5. It consists of Web server, DB server and VVS. They provides the information search capability, Information themselves, and control capability between Web server and DB Server respectively.

![Diagram of EEIS system construction](image)

**Fig. 5. Construction of system**

3.3 Planning of a system

The current entrance exam results service System only provides keyword search service by utilizing the simple search key such as an application number, National ID number and/or Name in order to prevent it from network and DB server overloading as indicated by figure 6 and figure 7.

The main reason for considering the overload of DB server when it is used with Web server is due to the time spent to query and fetch results from DB server.

![Search screen by key enter method](image)

**Fig. 6. Search screen by key enter method**

![Search screen of HTML](image)

**Fig. 7. Search screen of HTML**

From the clients' perspective, there are two methods of fetching the information from DB Server. One is using static HTML document and the other is using DB server. When comparing two methods, the method of fetching data through DB server is more reliable for successful transaction and also provides the realtime data. However it takes more time related and other costs associated to fetch data through DB server. This is due to the fact that there is a need for an intermediary by using API functions provided by DB vendo.

In case of using DB API functions, it is required for CGI program to interrogate which DB it is from the DB server. And Based on this result, connect to DB, pass queries from DB clients to DB server, fetch query results from DB server to local memory and store the results. As each client repeats the above process, it accumulates and causes the overloading of DB server as well as degrading the service quality and access speed for the internal user.

This paper aims to resolve the problems described previously with EEIS system by employing the following strategy and VVS. When there are access requests from
multiple clients, the initial client for each individual data view would be permitted to access DB server directly. The following requests from the subsequent clients for the data view would be directed to access VVS to get the requested data. This method would ensure the increased access speed for the internal clients as well as satisfying external clients via realtime data service such as search capability of number of prospective students for faculty and department, the merit lists for the prospective students.

3.3.1 Considering the Load of DB Server frame a policy

Figure 8 depicts the control algorithm for reducing DB server overloading. The user case would be depicted as follows. The multiple clients would request the realtime information through Web Server to DB server. The first client's request would be fetched from DB server and displayed his/her web browser. At the same time, the above result would be created as an HTML document at VVS. The same requests from the subsequent clients would be provided from the previously created HTML document from VVS instead of from DB server.

This user case would be applicable for cases such as requests from multiple clients for same prospective student, the request of confirmation of successful entry to University from a highschool faculty on their students. These multiple requests would always result in inherent overhead such as access to DB API functions and other essential process. It would also cause critical connection error to other part of Web and DB system as a whole.

In other word, the only request from the initial client for each data field would generate HTML codes on VVS. Meanwhile, the consecutive requests for same data field would be held off. Once the generation of HTML codes on VVS is finished, the other requests would be processed using the previously generated codes from VVS. EEIS control whole process automatically and prevent DB server from overloading.

4. Implementation and evaluation

4.1 Implementation method of EEIS system

The proposed implementation method of EEIS system, which is described in figure 10, is different from the current implementation as described in figure 9 by placing VVS between DB server and Web server. Also the security of DB server has been improved thanks to the access control ability implemented in CGI module of VVS system by isolating DB server from Web server.

![Fig. 9. DB access method on internet](image)

![Fig. 10. DB access method of EEIS system](image)

The main user interface of the new EEIS system has been depicted in figure 11. It shows the capability for the multiple fields of Data sorted and displayed by faculty and by school of the prospective students instead of the simple keyword such as a student name.

![Fig. 11. Main menu of EEIS system](image)
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4.2. Control of DB Server on CGI

As it has been indicated before, DB server access control algorithm is implemented within VVS system.

From the point of view of our approach for University Entrance Exam Notification System, the administrator set "io bit" of control file as initial state(0) while processing the successful candidates, additional accepted candidates and failed candidates. As the multiple clients request a large amount of data for exam results for prospective students from DB server when university posts the results, the client would check the io bit when it is set as "zero". If the io bit has been initialised, then Client would set io bit as "one" and would try to connect to DB server. It is for the serialization of DB server access. That is to prevent multiple clients from attempting to connect to DB server simultaneously.

Once the data manipulation process has been completed in DB server, the "io bit" would be set as 2 indicating successful transaction of DB process. And it will be followed by generation of HTML codes in VVS for the subsequent access for the other clients.

If the "io bit" has been set as 1 when the other clients requests data from DB server, then it is completed. Also, it has been shown that time to wait for this case is relatively short.

By using so, the subsequent queries by the other clients would be limited only by network load not by time to access DB server. It would also ensure the access to DB server for the internal users.

4.3. Evaluation of system

The proposed method of implementing EEIS system has shown the significantly reduced time to fetch data for client from DB server compared to the current system. In some instances, the time has been reduced to 10 % of the time taken for current system.

Analysis of the new EEIS system has been conducted outside of normal office hours without indicating that the access attempt to DB server by the initial client has not been successful and/or the HTML codes generation process has not been completed. In this case, the client's requests would be blocked for a short while until the initial attempt has been completed. Also, it has been shown that time to wait for this case is relatively short.

By using so, the subsequent queries by the other clients would be limited only by network load not by time to access DB server. It would also ensure the access to DB server for the internal users.

The external DB server clients. The variables for the analysis include the number of clients and the number of requests.

The results include Client IP address, time of clients requests, time to complete client's requests.

According to the results, the time to access DB server through VVS in EEIS system has been reduced to ten fold compared to the current approach. It is similar to the time to access offline HTML documents.

As it has been shown in figure 14, the time to access DB server in EEIS system was less than 1 second for 100 300 requests. The current system spent 5 6 seconds for the same number of requests.

However, it is apparent that this result would not hold for the initial client requests or small number of requests.

5. Conclusion

The current system for University Entrance Exam result service over the internet is dependent on the simple keyword (name, the candidate number, National Identification number) search or static HTML document which is created by human intervention. Hence the results can be incorrect due to human error, and it also takes more time for University Administrator to provide services.

In order to correct these problems, the new EEIS system has been implemented with the consideration for DB server overloading as well as providing the realtime data more efficiently. It would also greatly improve the user satisfaction level by providing faster and various multiple query service.
Also it would remove the one of main reason for DB server overloading, and improve efficiency and the access speed for the internal clients. For the external clients, it would improve the user satisfaction and status of the University as a whole by providing the realtime and various information through EEIS system.

However, the proposed system implementation does not improve efficiency in case of small number of requests and/or the initial client query compared to the current system. Therefore, the further research in this area is required.

The current system for University Entrance Exam result service over the internet is dependent on the simple keyword (name, the candidate number, National Identification number) search or static HTML document which is created by human intervention. Hence the results can be incorrect due to human error, and it also takes more time for University Administrator to provide services.

In order to correct these problems, the new EEIS system has been implemented with the consideration for DB server overloading as well as providing the realtime data more efficiently. It would also greatly improve the user satisfaction level by providing faster and various multiple query service.

Also it would remove the one of main reason for DB server overloading, and improve efficiency and the access speed for the internal clients. For the external clients, it would improve the user satisfaction and status of the University as a whole by providing the realtime and various information through EEIS system.

However, the proposed system implementation does not improve efficiency in case of small number of requests and/or the initial client query compared to the current system. Therefore, the further research in this area is required.
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